
Traffic situations

Monday 6 up to and including Monday 20 April:  
various closures east of Zonnestein

During these two weeks, the crossing at Zonnestein will  
be closed, as well as Straat van Messina between Beneluxbaan 
and Eleanor Rooseveltlaan. For local traffic towards Kronenburg 
and Kostverlorenhof, there will be a route via the lowered 
concrete construction at Zonnestein. Ongoing traffic towards 
Amsterdam will be using the lowered concrete constructions at 
Zonnestein and Kronenburg.

Monday 20 April up to and including Friday 1 May:  
various closures at Zonnestein 

The intersection at Zonnestein will be closed, as well as Straat 
van Messina between Beneluxbaan and Eleanor Rooseveltlaan. 
Zonnestein will also be closed between Beneluxbaan and  
Van Heuven Goedhartlaan. For local traffic towards Kronenburg  
and Kostverlorenhof, there will be a route from the lowered concrete 
construction at Zonnestein. For neighbourhood traffic towards 
Uithoorn, a local diversion will be in place. Neighbourhood traffic 
towards Amsterdam runs via Kronenburg. Ongoing traffic towards 
Amsterdam and Uithoorn will be using the lowered concrete 
constructions at Zonnestein and Kronenburg.
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Friday 1 up to and including Monday 4 May:   
various closures at Zonnestein

Monday 4 up to and including Friday 22 May: 
various closures west of Zonnestein

Friday 22 May up to and including Monday 25 May:  
various closures west of Zonnestein

During this weekend, the intersection at Zonnestein will be 
closed, as well as Straat van Messina between Beneluxbaan and 
Eleanor Rooseveltlaan. Zonnestein will also be closed between 
Beneluxbaan and Van Heuven Goedhartlaan. Only the lane 
for ongoing traffic towards Uithoorn via the lowered concrete 
constructions at Kronenburg and Zonnestein will be open.  
The lane for ongoing traffic towards Amsterdam via the lowered 
concrete constructions at Zonnestein and Kronenburg will 
be closed, as well as the lane at ground level. Traffic towards 
Amsterdam will be using a local diversion. From Friday evening 
20.00 hours, bus 55 will have a shorter route, with a start and finish 
at Amstelveen’s bus station instead of Amsterdam South station.

During these three weeks the roundabout at the Zonnestein 
side will be connected to the new Beneluxbaan. To do this, 
Zonnestein will be closed between Beneluxbaan and Van Heuven 
Goedhartlaan, and the Zonnestein intersection will also be closed. 
Local traffic will be diverted via Kronenburg. Only the lane for 
ongoing traffic towards Uithoorn via the lowered concrete 
constructions at Kronenburg and Zonnestein will be open.

During this weekend, the finishing touches for the Zonnestein 
roundabout will be put in place. For this, yet again Zonnestein will  
be closed between Beneluxbaan and Van Heuven Goedhartlaan,  
as well as the Zonnestein intersection. Local traffic will be  
diverted via Kronenburg. The lane for ongoing traffic towards 
Uithoorn via the lowered concrete constructions at Kronenburg 
and Zonnestein will be closed, as well as the lane at ground level. 
There will be a local diversion for traffic towards Uithoorn.  
From Friday evening 20.00 hours, bus 55 will have an adjusted 
route, via Amstelveenseweg.
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